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     R&I applies its rating methodology for construction machinery to firms whose principal 

business is the manufacture and sale of general construction machinery used mainly for 

earthmoving and construction including hydraulic excavators, wheel loaders and mini-excavators; 

mining machinery such as dump trucks; and construction cranes. While construction cranes differ 

somewhat in terms of their product features, R&I applies this methodology to firms involved in the 

manufacture and sale of these cranes as well because they are used for the same purposes, such as 

urban development and infrastructure construction, and their demand is highly synchronized. 

 

I. Evaluation of Business Risk 

1. View of industry risk 

     Demand for new construction machinery is predicated on construction investment primarily 

for urban development and infrastructure upgrades. Because construction machinery is a capital 

good, demand is easily affected by the external environment, and demand fluctuations are fairly 

large. Even so, a certain degree of market growth can be expected over the medium to long term. 

Construction machinery manufacturers maintain and raise new machinery prices through such 

efforts as delivering collective cost benefits to customers. Parts and service businesses that can 

capitalize on the past sales of new machinery also contribute to profits. R&I judges the construction 

machinery business to have a medium degree of industry risk. 

 

(1) Market size, market growth potential and market volatility 

     The global construction machinery market is comparatively large, with annual sales of about 

15 trillion yen. In developed countries, where the construction of social infrastructure is well 

advanced and population growth has slowed, significant growth is difficult to anticipate. In 

emerging countries whose economies continue to grow, on the other hand, there is vigorous demand 

mainly supported by infrastructure construction and housing investment that reflects increasing 

urbanization. Because global economic growth encourages the development of resources and energy 
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and supports the demand for equipment such as mining machinery as well, the construction 

machinery market as a whole can anticipate a certain degree of growth. As a capital good, however, 

construction machinery is susceptible to the external environment, including trends in the economy, 

public works investment and capital investment, which makes demand for new machinery highly 

volatile. 

 

(2) Industry structure (competitive environment) 

     The number of global construction machinery manufacturers is limited. For high-end products 

including mining machinery, the number of firms is even more limited. Construction machinery 

production is not mere procurement and assembly of components. Accumulating technology is 

necessary to design and manufacture products. A company that is able to develop vital components 

such as engines and hydraulic equipment in house or establish a stable procurement system is 

highly competitive. This helps it maintain not only prices when selling new machinery, but the 

value of its used machinery and a high level of brand awareness as well. If a company sold many 

machines in the past and they are in use, the up-front investment can be more easily recovered 

through its highly profitable parts and service businesses, which gives an early market entrant an 

overwhelming advantage. Barriers to entry are relatively high. 

 

(3) Customer continuity and stability 

     Many of the main customers for construction machinery are companies in the earthmoving 

and construction industry or construction machinery rental firms, and while prices and vehicle 

performance are important, the extensiveness of the support organization has a greater impact on 

the purchasing process. Customers who have a high degree of trust in suppliers based on a 

long-term business relationship have a strong propensity to not change suppliers when replacing 

machinery. The number of directly-managed branches selling genuine parts or capable of providing 

detailed services, however, is comparatively small. Relying on distributors is still the norm in many 

cases, and differentiation can occur easily based on the support organization. In some emerging 

countries where added value is not especially required, customer continuity is limited because of a 

strong price preference. 

 

(4) Capital and inventory investment cycles 

     In construction machinery production, capital investment does not constitute an unduly heavy 

burden if limited to assembly plants. Production is relatively labor intensive, and the obsolescence 
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risk of production facilities stemming from model changes and other factors is low. A commensurate 

amount of capital investment is made if a company builds a new facility for production of 

components that demand precision manufacturing processes. Even so, components are not 

significantly modified upon every model change. The capital investment burden is thus 

comparatively light when viewed overall. 

     A certain amount of production lead time is required, and the inventory turnover period is 

somewhat long. Because many products are not built-to-order, a manufacturer can be left holding 

excessive stock during a phase of suddenly contracting demand. Conversely, when demand surges, 

it might find itself facing inventory shortages. Fluctuations in working capital are comparatively 

large, and a manufacturer needs to control production and inventory levels appropriately. 

 

(5) Protection, regulations and public aspects 

     Diesel engines offering superior power and fuel efficiency characteristics are the main source 

of power for construction machinery, and how these engines handle NOx and PM exhaust gases is 

critical. While every country in the world has been in recent years tightening regulations to reduce 

exhaust gas emissions and boost fuel efficiency, for the leading manufacturers this is not a 

significant concern from a technical aspect. There are no protections or regulations that will affect 

creditworthiness. Going forward, construction machinery manufacturers must work on vehicle 

electrification in light of carbon neutral targets. They are required to build optimal electrification 

systems according to the application, usage environment and size of construction machinery. 

 

(6) Cost structure 

     Although depreciation and amortization expense is not a significant burden, items such as 

labor costs weigh on construction machinery manufacturers. Companies must address 

next-generation environmental technologies, automation technology, and networking functions, all 

of which entail a higher research and development (R&D) spending burden. As a whole, the level of 

fixed costs is somewhat high. When vehicle sales slide and plant capacity utilization rates fall, 

profitability can easily deteriorate. Profits can also come under pressure during periods of rising 

materials prices. Along with maintaining or raising new machinery prices and expanding profitable 

parts and service businesses, continuous efforts to control fixed costs are required. 

 

2. View of individual firm risk 

     In contrast to industry risk, which highlights the standard risks of the industry of which the 
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subject firms are a part, the business risk of each company will differ depending on the individual 

firm risk as explained below. 

 

(1) Sales capabilities and geographical diversification 

     Construction machinery demand is susceptible to factors such as economic conditions, 

government policy and public investment trends in each operating region. A company with a 

geographically diversified earnings base is able to reduce earnings volatility. R&I evaluates, among 

others, the extent of the global sales and service network, as well as sales finance that provides 

support for new machinery sales. 

 

(2) Product lineup 

     By having a wide range of products, a company can respond to various needs and diversify its 

earnings. Moreover, in many cases multiple construction machines are used at construction sites, 

and the ability to provide such machines as a package can be a critical factor differentiating its 

competitiveness and help strengthen relationships with customers. R&I evaluates the variety of 

machinery models for each of a manufacturer's leading regions. 

 

(3) Product competitiveness 

     Added value resulting in a strong technological edge, product appeal, lower total cost or other 

benefits gives a price advantage at the time of new machinery sales, while also contributing to the 

post-sale parts and service businesses. Given the visible trend toward tighter exhaust emission 

regulations not only in advanced countries but in emerging countries such as China and India, 

whether a company can provide new models that meet these regulations, including hybrid 

machinery and electric vehicles, can become one differentiation factor. R&I confirms whether a 

company is able to maintain its market share on a global basis without being embroiled in price 

competition. 

 

(4) Ability to control inventory and production 

     R&I confirms a manufacturer's framework and actual track record for properly controlling the 

volumes of production and inventory. Such control is enabled by gathering information in nearly 

real time on how the construction machinery it has sold is used and making demand forecasts based 

on the information. Construction machinery requires a lengthy period from manufacture to sale, 

which increases the importance of supply chain management including parts procurement. R&I 
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also examines how a manufacturer strives to reduce work in process inventory and other items. 

 

(5) Revenue from parts and service businesses 

     In general, parts and service businesses generate strong profits and become a means of 

boosting profitability. Demand for these businesses, which build on past sales of new machinery, is 

also stable compared with new machinery sales. Using Internet of Things technology, 

manufacturers are increasing their efforts to analyze customer information and malfunction history 

from construction machinery operational status and advise customers on parts replacement, 

repairs and maintenance in a timely manner. R&I looks closely at the breadth and depth of revenue 

sources, including the used machinery business (purchases, remanufacturing and resale) and 

machinery rentals. 

 

II. Evaluation of Financial Risk 

     In addition to looking at various financial indicators, R&I evaluates a firm's financial 

management policy and liquidity risk, in its analysis of financial risk. Because differences in asset 

size and the level of debt can arise easily depending on the size of sales finance, R&I examines these 

on both a "consolidated" basis and a "manufacturing and sales excluding sales finance" basis for 

firms engaging in sales finance by providing financing and leasing services. 

 

(1) Earning capacity 

EBITDA (earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization) margin, EBITDA/average total 

assets, operating margin 

     R&I evaluates whether a company is efficiently generating profits and cash flow from its 

revenues and assets. Given that the depreciation and amortization burden differs depending on 

investment timing, R&I focuses on indicators related to EBITDA. The EBITDA margin and the 

ratio of EBITDA to average total assets are examined on a consolidated basis excluding sales 

finance. For the operating margin, on the other hand, R&I emphasizes values on a consolidated 

basis because there are differences in how each company classifies sales promotion expenses, such 

as those for preferential interest rates, into its manufacturing and sales business or sales finance 

business. To take broad earnings volatility into account, R&I evaluates earning capacity based on 

indicators averaged over a certain period of time. 
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(2) Scale and investment capacity 

EBITDA, equity capital 

     To appropriately ensure profits at each stage from new machinery sales to the parts and used 

machinery sales businesses, it is indispensable to achieve differentiation by making R&D and 

capital investments, as well as by strengthening and expanding the sales and service network. 

Investment capacity that enables a company to fund these activities is therefore an important 

factor in rating evaluation. R&I also confirms the amount of equity capital, which provides financial 

resilience for absorbing losses resulting from recession or restructuring. To evaluate each of these 

factors, R&I uses values on a consolidated basis, including sales finance. 

 

(3) Debt redemption period 

Net debt to EBITDA ratio, net debt to operating cash flow ratio 

     Construction machinery manufacturers must increase their strategic capital investment and 

investment in R&D to meet future changes in the industry structure. The balance between net debt 

and cash flow is important for the evaluation of the ability of investment recovery business-type 

manufacturers to redeem debt. Emphasis is on the net debt to EBITDA ratio to take account of 

differences in the depreciation and amortization burden resulting from investment timing and 

in-house production. Because the level of debt varies substantially depending on the size of sales 

finance, R&I evaluates debt excluding this business. To judge how well working capital is managed, 

attention is also paid to the balance between net debt and operating cash flow. 

 

(4) Financial profile 

Equity ratio, net D/E ratio (ratio of net debt to equity capital) 

     Construction machinery is a business in which earnings are easily influenced by the external 

environment. To see whether a sufficient risk buffer is in place against events such as a 

deterioration in profits and asset impairment, R&I focuses on the equity ratio and net D/E ratio in 

the manufacturing and sales business excluding sales finance. For sales finance, R&I ascertains 

both asset quality and a risk buffer. 

 

(5) Liquidity risk 

     While capital investment does not constitute an unduly heavy burden, construction machinery 

manufacturers incur a decent amount of liabilities, and the capacity to maintain stable financing is 

an important checkpoint. When companies engage in sales finance by themselves, the capacity to 
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raise funds takes on greater importance. R&I confirms a company's relationships with banks and 

other financial institutions, and evaluates efforts to diversify its channels for raising funds, for 

example. 

 

III. Rating for Construction Machinery Industry 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* This report replaces all previous versions that have been released to date. 

Importance Base Indicator Importance
Sales capabilities and geographical diversification ◎ Earning capacity E EBITDA margin ◎
Product lineup ◎ E EBITDA/average total assets ○
Product competitiveness ◎ C Operating margin ○
Ability to control inventory and production ○ C EBITDA ◎
Revenue from parts and service businesses ◎ C Equity capital ○

E Net debt to EBITDA ratio ◎
E Net debt to operating cash flow ratio △

Financial profile E Equity ratio ○
E Net D/E ratio ○

 C: Consolidated             

 E: Excluding sales finance business

Note) Importance is indicated by ◎: extremely important, ○: important, or △: relatively important.

Industry Risk: Medium

Individual Firm Risk Financial Risk

Issuer Rating

Scale and investment

capacity

Debt redemption period
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comment on the suitability of any investment for any party.  R&I is not liable in any way for any damage arising in respect of a user or other 
third party in relation to the content or the use of the Rating Determination Policy and Methodologies, regardless of the reason for the claim, and 
irrespective of negligence or fault of R&I.  All rights and interests (including patent rights, copyrights, other intellectual property rights, and 
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